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Trend Trading By Daryl Guppy
If you have no time to follow the market closely, then Trend Trading is the book for you.
Trend trading is one of the most effective and easy-to-use methods for making money
in the market. Success depends on identifying the trend with confidence and catching
the trend after it has started, and on getting out as soon as possible after the uptrend
turns into a downtrend. The book examines in detail the steps in finding, assessing,
selecting, managing and monitoring a long-term trend trade. These are proven,
successful methods which are easy to understand and apply. Included are the most
recent updates and developments in using the count back line and the Guppy Multiple
Moving Average. Daryl Guppy also includes a practical look at setting stop loss
conditions to protect capital and profits, and a bonus section on Darvas-style trend
trading which is the first significant update of this technique in forty years. Trend
Trading shows readers how to use and apply the analysis tools to find effective longterm trades. These can be applied to any group of selected stocks, whether chosen on
fundamental criteria, from stock tip newsletters, or found using database technical
scans. From this starting point, Guppy shows how the better trades are identified, how
risk is managed, and how the trades are closed successfully. The book includes
examples of Daryl's personal trades.
Interactive exercises and trading guidelines for using today's most strategically
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advanced "event-trading" technique High-profile events and announcements can cause
tremendous swings in stocks and sectors, and often point out tremendous opportunities
to investors who know how to read them. When the Market Moves, Will You Be Ready?
is a "how-to" for knowing which events matter versus which are meaningless, and how
to take advantage of the former for consistent trading success. Emphasizing the
practical side of trading, When the Market Moves, Will You Be Ready? features
exercises, Q&As, and checklists for using investing techniques in day, swing, value, or
virtually any other trading or investing style. This hands-on book explores: Techniques
for finding the best stock in a given sector Methods for profitably combining technical
and fundamental analysis Ways to continually assess market and sector trends
The first edition of this book was published during a raging bull run and still proved a
sell-out success. The reason is simple -- the bears are always with us. Fat bears, slow
bears and little bears are not the traders' enemy. When markets stumble, private
traders DO make money. Already, thousands of Australians earn their living by trading
the financial markets. Many traders have progressed, step-by-step, from long-term
investing to position equity trading, acquiring their skills against the background of the
seemingly ever-rising market. They may have found that trading for a living is hardly the
easiest of careers, even in the good times, when the bulls are running. They wonder if it
is possible to continue trading when the market is rocked by the bears. Daryl Guppy
knows from experience that it is. The bears are always with us. Even at the height of a
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bull run, still some corners of the equity market are in their grip and he shows how to
trade these 'bear dips'. He has also traded during the resources and Asian bear
markets and many of the examples in this book are trades he has personally taken.
There are two sides to the market -- long and short. The author explores the short side
-- selling high and buying low -- and demonstrates practical ways to trade these
warrants and options. In this comprehensive book, Daryl Guppy discusses a broad
sample of methods the private trader can use not only to survive, but to prosper in
falling or static markets.
An expert reveals a step-by-step process for profiting from neoclassical qualified trend
trading Trend Trading Set-Ups extends the neoclassical concept of qualified trend first
introduced by Little in Trend Qualification and Trading, providing traders and investors
with a sound methodology for uncovering the very best trade set-ups and the ability to
time trade entries like never before. In Trend Trading Set-Ups, Little reveals the data
behind qualified trends and utilizes a novel concept involving time to calculate trend
failure probability rates. Little reduces the complex to its most simplistic form
compressing all trades types into just two classes – retraces and breakouts. Once
simplified, over a decade worth of qualified trend data is examined. The result is a
comprehensive presentation of what makes some trades enormously better than others
and how you can both find and exploit the most favorable trade set-ups. Some trading
books are an interesting read but soon forgotten. A few books you place on the
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reachable shelf and refer to often. In Trend Trading Set-Ups L.A. Little offers you an
entirely new way of approaching an old subject and does so in a style that is both as
riveting as it is valuable. As with Trend Qualification and Trading you will find this book
an easy but comprehensive read and one that you will turn to again and again while
pursuing your trading and investing endeavors.
Daryl Guppy takes share trading beyond the basics as he describes how it is possible
for any trader, with an understanding of the market, to maximise their prospects of
success by using the right trading tactics.
Moving Averages 101 is the easiest way to learn how to capture trends in the stock
market! Master moving averages and give yourself a significant trading advantage.
Benefit from 20 years of trading experience Limit your chances of trading ruin by
learning from someone with more than 20 years in the stock market. Steve will teach
you what a moving averages are and how to trade them. Not sure where to start? Are
you unsure about trading the 200 day? Or maybe you don't understand how to combine
moving averages with other indicators. This book will give you trading clarity. Master
Moving Averages This book will give you a great understanding of the power of moving
averages. Easy to understand explanations of complex topics Detailed, annotated
trading charts Access to a thriving trading community What our students are saying:
"It's simple, buy this book. It's an incredible value add for the money. Easy reading and
direct to the point. In depth education on popular moving averages. This book is an
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extension from the New Trader U website which I also highly recommend. You get
direct access to a seasoned trading veteran who has been there and done that. The
cost is reasonable and the value is priceless." - Tim M. "Steve once again delivers on
the message of building a strong foundation for which all your future trading is built
upon. When focusing on the method, many market gurus or books talk about moving
averages and to buy and sell there but the why's are missing. This book give an
excellent explanation of the why's. You'll get a better understanding of the risk/reward
of your purchase decisions using the information gained in this book. Also, I see few
books that have better explained to me the questions I had regarding moving averages
for the price it's selling at." - Frederick M Robles Capitalize on stock market trends Don't
place another trade before you read this book! You can find Moving Averages 101
eCourse at New Trader U, and you can follow Steve on Twitter: @sjosephburns
A Chinese banquet is a combination of small and diverse flavours that make up the
overall impression of the meal. China for SMEs brings together many small bites of
fascinating advice and insights to build a larger banquet of China business experience,
in areas including:As China grows in importance to companies around the world, it is
vital for companies to understand the Chinese business culture. Beijing and Shanghai
are a long way from Boston and Sheffield! In China for SMEs, regional expert Daryl
Guppy outlines the crucial ingredients for success, culled from more than 20 years of
experience in China business, official meetings and government advisory. This book is
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an essential read for anyone serious about successful business in modern China.
This book finally transforms the Elliott Wave Theory into a practical, usable trade
selection system. Mr. Walker calls his dynamic new trading approach the C Wave
method.
The Universal Principles of Successful Trading clearly and unambiguously articulates
trading principles that distinguish the winners from the losers. Though trading can be
performed in different markets, across different timeframes, and with different
instruments based upon different techniques, there is one common thread that ties all
winning traders together: the universal principles of successful trading. All consistently
profitable traders adhere to them regardless of the markets, timeframes, and
techniques. In this ground-breaking book from top trader, Brent Penfold, the reader will:
Learn how to develop a trading plan Learn how to identify and create an effective
methodology Discover successful money management strategies Understand trader
psychology And many more exciting trading and strategies secrets. Supporting the
universal principles are rare interviews from a diverse group of successful traders.
Some are the new young guns of trading and others are market legends who are
trading just as actively today as they were over 50 years ago. They represent a diverse
group of traders from the United Kingdom, America, Singapore, Hong Kong, Italy, and
Australia. All of them have generously agreed to offer the reader one singularly
powerful piece of advice to help them towards their trading goals. Each piece of advice
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emphasizes an essential element of the universal principles. This timely and exciting
book from Brent Penfold has already garnered many accolades and looks set to
become a modern-day classic.
Improve identification of candlestick patterns. With Qstick, you can quantify both the
internal momentum and shadows, and produce objective numbers to look at rather than
a pattern to ponder.
An in-depth examination of money management methods for consistent trading
success In Better Stock Trading, Daryl Guppy shows readers how to improve returns by
using good money management techniqueâ??not by increasing risk in trying to win
more trades. Readers will learn how to level the market playing field by using the best
money management strategies for their particular account size. From the
straightforward two percent rule, to pyramiding methods, and overall portfolio
management, Guppy presents a selection of strategies, which will allow any
independent trader to capitalize on a rising market and protect funds when the bear
takes over. He also shows readers how to study their own trading history and use this
information to improve their trading future. Trading skill counts, but money management
gives independent traders the edge. Daryl Guppy (Australia) is an experienced and
highly successful private trader. A member of IFTA and the Australian Technical
Analyst's Association, he is a popular speaker at international trading seminars in
Australia and the Asia Pacific region. He is the author of five highly successful trading
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titles, including Market Trading Tactics (0-471-84663-5), and is the Editorial Director of
The Investors' International Bookshelf.
Russell Rhoads is one of America’s leading experts on VIX, the Volatility Index. In The
VIX Trader’s Handbook he takes a deep dive into all things associated with volatility
indexes and related trading vehicles. The handbook begins with an explanation of what
VIX is, how it is calculated, and why it behaves the way it does in various market
environments. It also explains the various methods of getting exposure to volatility
through listed markets. The focus then moves on to demonstrate how traders take
advantage of various scenarios using futures, options, or ETPs linked to the
performance of VIX. Finally, a comprehensive review is presented of volatility events
that shook the markets, including the 1987 crash, Great Financial Crisis, 2010 flash
crash, and the 2020 pandemic. By understanding how VIX behaved leading up to these
market shocks, and reacted afterwards, traders can better equip themselves ahead of
future events. A wide variety of strategies that are implemented in both bearish and
bullish equity markets are introduced and covered extensively throughout. The VIX
Trader’s Handbook is essential reading for all those who are intending to trade
volatility—from those who wish to gain an understanding of how VIX and the related
trading products behave, to those intending to hedge equity exposure or take
advantage of the persistent overpricing of option volatility. You won’t want to trade
volatility without it.
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A compilation of the very best of Daryl Guppy Daryl Guppy has been one of Australia's
foremost experts on share trading and charting for almost 20 years. His first book,
Share Trading, is still a must-read for people wanting to learn about the market and is
widely accepted as the best-selling trading book ever in Australia. Guppy Trading
contains detailed analysis of many topics, including: making effective trades based on
news events and informed trading advanced application of the Guppy Multiple Moving
Average to assess the true strength of a trend how to establish and improve trade
entry, exit and stop loss points in volatile markets effective trading of international
markets safely integrating derivatives to boost portfolio returns. Guppy Trading contains
23 of the most enduring and important chapters from Guppy's earlier books, completely
revised, and combines them with 10 entirely new chapters. These new chapters detail
new trading methods and instruments that have been developed to create additional
opportunities and ensure survival in interconnected modern markets. This
comprehensive compendium is critical reading for traders looking to maximise their
returns.
With the right broker, and just a few hundred dollars or pounds, anyone can become a
leveraged trader. The products and tools needed are accessible to all: FX, a margin
account, CFDs, spread-bets and futures. But this level playing field comes with great
risks. Trading with leverage is inherently dangerous. With leverage, losses and costs –
the two great killers for traders – are magnified. This does not mean leverage must be
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avoided altogether, but it does mean that it needs to be used safely. In Leveraged
Trading, Robert Carver shows you how to do exactly that, by using a trading system. A
trading system can be employed to tackle those twin dangers of serious losses and
high costs. The trading systems introduced in this book are simple and carefully
designed to use the correct amount of leverage and trade at a suitable frequency.
Robert shows how to trade a simple Starter System on its own, on a single instrument
and with a single rule for opening positions. He then moves on to show how the Starter
System can be adapted, as you gain experience and confidence. The system can be
diversified into multiple instruments and new trading rules can be added. For those who
wish to go further still, advice on making more complex improvements is included: how
to develop your own trading systems, and how to combine a system with your own
human judgement, using an approach Robert calls Semi-Automatic Trading. For those
trading with leverage, looking for a way to take a controlled approach and manage risk,
a properly designed trading system is the answer. Pick up Leveraged Trading and learn
how.
Get a flying headstart on trend trading with this comprehensive how-to guide The
Universal Tactics of Successful Trend Trading: Finding Opportunity in Uncertainty
delivers powerful and practical advice for the serious trend trader. Using the principles
identified in The Universal Principles of Successful Trading, author Brent Penfold
shows curious investors how to become a long-term winner with tried-and-true trend
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trading methodologies. The book includes in-depth and comprehensive treatments of
topics like: · Why trend trading is so appealing · Popular and effective trend trading
strategies · How to measure risk · Common trend trading mistakes and how to avoid
them Investors and readers will also discover the importance of risk, and how to judge
outcomes and strategies on a risk-adjusted basis. Perfect for anyone interested in
trading successfully, The Universal Tactics of Successful Trend Trading is a key
strategy guide that belongs on the shelf of anyone involved in the buying and selling of
financial securities.
Dreaming of becoming a successful trader? Daryl Guppy and Karen Wong show you
the steps that will allow you to turn part-time trading into a successful income
stream.Wong's unique approach uses a stock exchange-based Trading Game
simulation as an arena for stress testing trading ideas before risking real cash. This is a
serious training method. Wong reveals the essential lessons underpinning survival and
success in modern trading markets. She shows how sensible use of derivatives like
contract for differences (CFD) enhance returns from trading ideas. Wong takes you
through the steps she followed to turn an ambition into a reality. Based on her
experience, using Guppy trading methods and her own trading methods, she shows
mistakes to avoid and some shortcuts to success.Guppy shows how to adapt your
stock trading skills to trading the foreign exchange (Forex) market using methods
suitable for a part-time trader. This includes a full explanation of a trading approach for
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Forex, commodities, and indices. This new trading method identifies high probability
trades with well-defined exit targets. This method is designed for time-poor traders who
want to limit time risk in the market.Guppy and Wong explain how charting and
technical analysis methods are easily applied to improve trade identification, trade
management, and profit taking. The discussion is illuminated with real trades so you
can identify the features of success, and also the warning signs of failure.Modern
markets call for a new mixture of trade methods to make the best use of new trading
instruments like CFDs and the increasingly accessible Forex market. You can trade
part-time and make a decent second income. Guppy and Wong give you the benefit of
their experience and the tools to make this dream a reality.

Ancient strategies provide a valuable link to enhance your abilityto survive and
prosper in modern financial markets. In thisfascinating book, experienced trader
and best-selling author DarylGuppy explains how The 36 Strategies of the
Chinese areapplied to trading financial markets. In trading there is rarely asingle
answer to any trading situation. The best answer, and itseffective application,
depends on the trader. The strategies bythemselves do not guarantee success.
The trader’s skill inanalyzing and assessing the situation determines how
effective heis in selecting and applying the right strategy. Guppy was introduced
to the book of The 36 Strategies of theChinese by a Chinese friend. An ancient
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and classic text, it isa compilation of political and military strategies dating back
morethan 1800 years, drawn from classic Chinese poetry, history,philosophy,
biographies and novels. This book includes specific methods for active investors
andtraders that are consistent with the meaning of the originalancient strategies.
The 36 Strategies of the Chinese forFinancial Traders follow the structure of the
original 36Strategies of the Chinese. The first 18 strategies are appliedwhen you
have the advantage -- the luxury of time andresources to examine techniques to
recognize and maximize thereturn from these market opportunities. The second
18 strategiesare applied when you are at a disadvantage -- they arestrategies
used against investors and traders to inhibit success.Many of the strategies are
enhanced using derivatives.
Technical analysis expert L.A. Little shows how to identify and trade big market
moves Significant money can be made in the stock market by following big
trends. In Trend Qualification and Trading, market technician L.A. Little explains
how to identify and qualify these trends to determine the likelihood that they will
continue and produce better trading results. By combining price, volume, different
timeframes, and the relationship between the general market, sectors, and
individual stocks, Little shows how to measure the strength of stock trends. Most
importantly, he demonstrates how to determine if a trend has what it takes to
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develop into a major move with greater profit potential or if it is basically a false
signal. Takes a proven technical approach to identifying and profiting from
financial market trends Shows how to best time entries, when to take profits, and
when to exit trades Introduces Little's proprietary concept, The Trading Cube,
which visually combines time and trend for a given trading instrument Filled with
in-depth insights and practical advice, this guide will help you make more of your
time in today's markets by providing an in-depth explanation of how to identify
and qualify trends.
**The completely revised and updated second edition is 50% bigger with many
new Trendspider charts!**Moving Averages 101 is the easiest way to learn how
to capture trends in the stock market. Master moving averages and give yourself
a significant trading advantage.Benefit from 25 years of trading experienceLimit
your chances of trading ruin by learning from someone with more than 20 years
in the stock market. Steve will teach you what a moving averages are and how to
trade them.Not sure where to start?Are you unsure about trading the 200 day?
Or maybe you don't understand how to combine moving averages with other
indicators. This book will give you trading clarity.Master moving averagesThis
book will give you a great understanding of the power of moving averages.Easy
to understand explanations of complex topicsDetailed, annotated trading
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chartsAccess to a thriving trading communityFrom the foreword: Today I am a
successful and profitable stock trader and financial educator, and I can honestly
tell you that I owe it all to the simple trading principles that I learned by listening
to, and then reading, the first edition of "Moving Averages 101" by Steve and
Holly Burns.The book taught me a new way to approach the markets. When I
combined moving averages and good risk to reward setups discussed in this
book, it created the potential for large wins and small losses. My trading results
improved immediately. I experienced better results with less stress, because I
stopped trying to predict the market or make decisions based on my opinions.
Instead of worrying about what the market might do in the future, I learned to let
the moving averages be my guide. I am fortunate enough to have seen Steve
Burns place trades daily for the last two and a half years using the same
strategies and approaches that he will teach you in this book. Steve really does
practice what he preaches and teaches, and his results have been amazing. I
have seen him ride profitable long-term trends to the upside, and even more
impressively, stay completely in cash and out of large market drawdowns and
crashes. I regularly see him make new equity highs when the market is not
anywhere close to all-time highs. This second edition is great because it includes
many more chart examples, which is helpful if you are a visual learner like I am.
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In this book, you will learn powerful concepts that if internalized and put into
practice, will provide you with an approach that can make you money in the
market for years to come.I feel so fortunate that I found this book back in 2016
and I would like to sincerely thank Steve and Holly Burns for taking the time to
write it. My only regret is that I did not find this book sooner.Best of luck to all of
you and Happy Trading.Gregory W. Gossett - Gossett Trading & MentoringWhat
New Trader U students are saying: "It's simple, buy this book. It's an incredible
value add for the money. Easy reading and direct to the point. In depth education
on popular moving averages. This book is an extension from the New Trader U
website which I also highly recommend. You get direct access to a seasoned
trading veteran who has been there and done that. The cost is reasonable and
the value is priceless." - Tim M."Steve once again delivers on the message of
building a strong foundation for which all your future trading is built upon. When
focusing on the method, many market gurus or books talk about moving
averages and to buy and sell there but the why's are missing. This book give an
excellent explanation of the why's. You'll get a better understanding of the
risk/reward of your purchase decisions using the information gained in this book.
Also, I see few books that have better explained to me the questions I had
regarding moving averages for the price it's selling at." - Frederick M
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RoblesCapitalize on stock market trendsDon't place another trade before you
read this book!
Trading the Trends is what every investor and trader has been waiting for. Learn
to make money in any market. McAllen, a retired stockbroker, best selling author,
and active investor/trader leads you through every aspect of recognizing market
trends early, how to avoid losses, and shares numerous strategies to profit in any
market. Understanding how to invest and trade in the stock market trends and
cycles is paramount to the success of every individual trader and investor.
Experiencing the losses of the past does not have to repeat itself over and over.
By recognizing the changes in trends as they are occurring, the trader and
investor can protect and preserve their capital while profiting in any market
environment. To give the investor and trader the most comprehensive learning
experience, this book encompasses the actual trading decisions and strategies
used in both up and down markets. Bear market and sideways market strategies
are traded, including trading the bull market beginning in 2009 and exiting at the
highs in 2011. The decisions for each entry and exit are shared in detail to give
the investor and trader a broad understanding and valuable knowledge for future
market cycles. "The greatest investors, traders, and speculators of all time have
one thing in common. They understand the market does not always go up; they
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recognize the market moves in trends and cycles, and they capitalize on that
knowledge." Fred McAllen
Stan Weinstein's Secrets For Profiting in Bull and Bear Markets reveals his
successful methods for timing investments to produce consistently profitable
results. Topics include: Stan Weinstein's personal philosophy on investing The
ideal time to buy Refining the buying process Knowing when to sell Selling Short
Using the best long-term indicators to spot Bull and Bear markets Odds, ends,
and profits
Forget the myths and media hype, short-term trading can offer real and steady
profits for disciplined traders in Australian markets. Traders are once again
coming back to their screens to trade stocks over short-term timeframes ?but this
time they are learning from and applying the strategies of the professionals. In
this fascinating book, Australia? trading guru, Daryl Guppy, brings together a
range of proven techniques for Australian traders. These include: intra-day
trading tactics, short-term momentum trades, using leverage to boost returns,
warrant trading strategies and trading with Australian intra-day screens.
A proven approach to trading success based on the best commoditytrading
advisors Profiting from long-term trends is the most common path tosuccess for
traders. The challenge is recognizing the emergence ofa trend and determining
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where to enter and exit the market. TheTrend Following Bible shows individual
traders and investorshow to profit from this approach by trading like today's
topcommodity trading advisors. In this book, author Andrew Abraham stresses
the importance of adisciplined, consistent methodology, with stringent risk
controls,that allows you to catch big trends, while limiting losses onunprofitable
trades. By trading in this manner, he shows you how tosuccessfully achieve
market-beating returns over the long term andmultiple your trading capital along
the way. Reveals exactly how top commodity trading advisors operate andhow
individuals can incorporate these methods into their everydaytrading endeavors
Addresses key issues like position sizing and risk control,which are critical to
trading success, but often underemphasized inother trading literature Highlights
how to effectively execute the trading strategiesoutlined Engaging and
accessible, The Trend Following Bible willput you in a better position to profit as
you make more informedtrading decisions.
A veteran hockey writer takes on hockey culture and the NHL--addressing the
games most controversial issue Whether its on-ice fist fights or head shots into
the glass, hockey has become a nightly news spectacle--with players pummeling
and bashing each other across the ice like drunken gladiators. And while the NHL
may actually condone on-ice violence as a ticket draw, diehard hockey fan and
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expert Adam Proteau argues against hockeys transformation into a thuggish
blood sport. In Fighting the Good Fight, Proteau sheds light on the many
perspectives of those in and around the game, with interviews of current and
former NHL stars, coaches, general managers, and league executives, as well as
medical experts. One of the most well-known media figures on the hockey scene
today, famous for his funny, feisty observations as a writer for the Toronto Star
and The Hockey News and commentator on CBC radio and TV, Adam Proteau is
also one of the few mainstream media voices who is vehemently anti-fighting in
hockey. Not only is his book a plea to the games gatekeepers to finally clamp
down on the runaway violence that permeates the sport even at its highest level,
he offers realistic suggestions on ways to finally clean the game up. • Includes
interviews with medical experts on head injuries and concussions, as well as with
other members of the media • The author not only wages an attack on the value
of fighting in hockey--but also on the establishment hockey culture Covering the
most polarizing issue in hockey today, Fighting the Good Fight gives hockey fans
and sports lovers everywhere a reason to stamp their feet and whistle--at a rare
display of eloquence and common sense. WebCatUpdaterProfile_26@1326742171896
Trend TradingA seven step approach to successJohn Wiley & Sons
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A visual guide to market trading using intermarket analysis and exchange-traded funds
With global markets and asset classes growing even more interconnected, intermarket
analysis—the analysis of related asset classes or financial markets to determine their
strengths and weaknesses—has become an essential part of any trader's due diligence.
In Trading with Intermarket Analysis, John J. Murphy, former technical analyst for
CNBC, lays out the technical and intermarket tools needed to understand global
markets and illustrates how they help traders profit in volatile climates using exchangetraded funds. Armed with a knowledge of how economic forces impact various markets
and financial sectors, investors and traders can profit by exploiting opportunities in
markets about to rise and avoiding those poised to fall. Trading with Intermarket
Analysis provides advice on trend following, chart patterns, moving averages,
oscillators, spotting tops and bottoms, using exchange-traded funds, tracking market
sectors, and the new world of intermarket relationships, all presented in a highly visual
way. Gives readers a visually rich introduction to the world of intermarket analysis, the
ultimate tool for beating the markets Provides practical advice on trend following, chart
patterns, moving averages, oscillators, spotting tops and bottoms, using exchangetraded funds, tracking market sectors, and intermarket relationships Includes
appendices on Japanese candlesticks and point-and-figure charting Comprehensive
and easy-to-use, Trading with Intermarket Analysis presents the most important
concepts related to using exchange-traded funds to beat the markets in a visually
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accessible format.
Praise for Trading Price Action Trading Ranges "Al Brooks has written a book every
day trader should read. Onall levels, he has kept trading simple, straightforward,
andapproachable. By teaching traders that there are no rules, justguidelines, he has
allowed basic common sense to once again rulehow real traders should approach the
market. This is a must-readfor any trader that wants to learn his own path to success."
—Noble DraKoln, founder, SpeculatorAcademy.com, and author ofTrade Like a Pro and
Winning the Trading Game "A great trader once told me that success was a function
offocused energy. This mantra is proven by Al Brooks, who left athriving ophthalmology
practice to become a day trader. Al'sintense focus on daily price action has made him a
successfultrader. A born educator, Al also is generous with his time,providing detailed
explanations on how he views daily price actionand how other traders can implement
his ideas with similar focusand dedication. Al's book is no quick read, but an in-depth
roadmap on how he trades today's volatile markets, complete withdetailed strategies,
real-life examples, and hard-knocksadvice." —Ginger Szala, Publisher and Editorial
Director, Futuresmagazine Over the course of his career, author Al Brooks, a
technicalanalysis contributor to Futures magazine and an independenttrader for twentyfive years, has found a way to capture consistentprofits regardless of market direction
or economic climate. Andnow, with his new three-book series—which focuses on how
touse price action to trade the markets—Brooks takes you stepby step through the entire
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process. In order to put his methodology in perspective, Brooks examinedan essential
array of price action basics and trends in the firstbook of this series, Trading Price
Action TRENDS. Now, inthis second book, Trading Price Action TRADING RANGES,
heprovides important insights on trading ranges, breakouts, ordermanagement, and the
mathematics of trading. Page by page, Brooks skillfully addresses how to spot and
profitfrom trading ranges—which most markets are in, most of thetime—using the
technical analysis of price action. Along theway, he touches on some of the most
important aspects of thisapproach, including trading breakouts, understanding support
andresistance, and making the most informed entry and exit decisionspossible.
Throughout the book, Brooks focuses primarily on 5 minutecandle charts—all of which
are created withTradeStation—to illustrate basic principles, but alsodiscusses daily and
weekly charts. And since he trades more thanjust E-mini S&P 500 futures, Brooks also
details how priceaction can be used as the basis for trading stocks, forex, TreasuryNote
futures, and options.
Trader Vic -- Methods of a Wall Street Master Investment strategies from the man
Barron's calls "The Ultimate Wall Street Pro" "Victor Sperandeo is gifted with one of the
finest minds I know. No wonder he's compiled such an amazing record of success as a
money manager. Every investor can benefit from the wisdom he offers in his new book.
Don't miss it!" --Paul Tudor Jones Tudor Investment Corporation "Here's a simple
review in three steps: 1. Buy this book! 2. Read this book! 3. See step 2. For those who
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can't take a hint, Victor Sperandeo with T. Sullivan Brown has written a gem, a book of
value for everyone in the markets, whether egghead, novice or seasoned speculator."
--John Sweeney Technical Analysis of Stocks and Commodities "Get Trader VicMethods of a Wall Street Master by Victor Sperandeo, read it over and over and you'll
never have a losing year again." --Yale Hirsch Smart Money "I have followed Victor
Sperandeo's advice for ten years, and the results have been outstanding. This book is
a must for any serious investor." --James J. Hayes, Vice President, Investments
Prudential Securities Inc. "This book covers all the important aspects of making money
and integrates them into a unifying philosophy that includes economics, Federal
Reserve policy, trading methods, risk, psychology, and more. It's a philosophy
everyone should understand." --T. Boone Pickens, General Partner Mesa Limited
Partnership "This book gave me a wealth of new insights into trading. Whether you're a
short-term trader or a long-term investor, you will improve your performance by
following Sperandeo's precepts." --Louis I. Margolis Managing Director, Salomon
Brothers, Inc.
Hugely popular market guru updates his popular trading strategyfor a post-crisis world
From Larry Williams—one of the most popular and respectedtechnical analysts of the
past four decades—Long-TermSecrets to Short-Term Trading, Second Edition provides
theblueprint necessary for sound and profitable short-term trading ina post-market
meltdown economy. In this updated edition of theevergreen trading book, Williams
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shares his years of experience asa highly successful short-term trader, while
highlighting theadvantages and disadvantages of what can be a very fruitful
yetpotentially dangerous endeavor. Offers market wisdom on a wide range of topics,
includingchaos, speculation, volatility breakouts, and profit patterns Explains
fundamentals such as how the market moves, the threemost dominant cycles, when to
exit a trade, and how to hold on towinners Includes in-depth analysis of the most
effective short-termtrading strategies, as well as the author's winning
technicalindicators Short-term trading offers tremendous upside. At the same time,the
practice is also extremely risky. Minimize your risk andmaximize your opportunities for
success with Larry Williams'sLong-Term Secrets to Short-Term Trading, Second
Edition.
Technical analyst Weaver shows readers how to improve their trading of trending
currency pairs using trend lines, channels, Fibonacci, symmetrical triangles, and pivot
points. He believes in making trading accessible to anyone willing to commit the time
and effort needed to master this market and has personally mentored hundreds of new
traders.
The Dr. Stoxx Complete Day-Trading Course is a step by step instruction manual for
how to harness the power of short-term moves in stock prices to earn extra income.
Five of Dr. Stoxx's most profitable and easy to use day-trading systems are fully
explained in this workbook.
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Can trading on FOREX with just Fibonacci tools be effective and profitable? This book
says: Yes! In modern conditions, when the currency market is very challenging, traders
worldwide need precise and highly effective methods and strategies to profit from their
transactions. The vast majority of time-honored trading systems were developed for the
stock and commodity markets, and traders started applying them over time in the
FOREX. Accounting for differences in the pattern of price dynamics and volatility in
different financial markets, a trading method proven in the stock or commodity markets
may be inadequate to the FOREX. Inherent differences between the FX and other
financial markets give impetus to creation and application of targeted trading systems
and strategies that would fit perfectly to the specifics of FOREX price dynamics. These
up-to-date and effective trading methods are discussed in this book. This book
encourages the reader to explore a new area of technical analysis - the Comprehensive
Fibonacci analysis. Despite the fact that Fibonacci tools are widely known as such, the
technical analysis still lacks specific rules for their construction and application to
integrated trading. This book is the first to provide the unified and correct plans of
constructing the basic Fibonacci tools. Further, it describes the rules and know-how of
systemic trading based on these tools, so that the trader can use any of them to ensure
effective and profitable deals. The most important benefit of this book is the possibility
to immediately apply the gained knowledge into practice, specifically: perform a correct
construction of Fibonacci tools analyze price changes and conclude on the prospects of
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further rising or falling prices determine the levels, where to open a buy/sell deal for a
particular currency pair About the author: Viktor Pershikov, MFTA (Master of Financial
Technical Analysis), is a leading technical analyst in Russia. He is the author of the
Comprehensive Fibonacci analysis. Unique findings for successful FOREX trading
book. In 2012, he became the first Russian analyst to be awarded "Master of Financial
Technical Analysis" degree by IFTA (www.ifta.org). Mr. Pershikov, MFTA, has vast
experience in teaching the strategies of technical analysis based on his own
educational method and aimed at development of individual views of every trader.
According to Mr. Pershikov opinion, individual approach in trading is the priority. Viktor
has been trading on the FX market for more than 7 years and his preference is longterm trading on FOREX. Viktor Pershikov, MFTA, is a senior financial analyst at
InstaForex, a Russian ECN FOREX broker. He is a member of Technical Securities
Analysts Association - San Francisco (TSAA-SF) and International Federation of
Technical Analysts (IFTA).
During bull and bear markets, there is a group of hedge funds and professional traders which
have been consistently outperforming traditional investment strategies for the past 30 odd
years. They have shown remarkable uncorrelated performance and in the great bear market of
2008 they had record gains. These traders are highly secretive about their proprietary trading
algorithms and often employ top PhDs in their research teams. Yet, it is possible to replicate
their trading performance with relatively simplistic models. These traders are trend following
cross asset futures managers, also known as CTAs. Many books are written about them but
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none explain their strategies in such detail as to enable the reader to emulate their success
and create their own trend following trading business, until now. Following the Trend explains
why most hopefuls fail by focusing on the wrong things, such as buy and sell rules, and
teaches the truly important parts of trend following. Trading everything from the Nasdaq index
and T-bills to currency crosses, platinum and live hogs, there are large gains to be made
regardless of the state of the economy or stock markets. By analysing year by year trend
following performance and attribution the reader will be able to build a deep understanding of
what it is like to trade futures in large scale and where the real problems and opportunities lay.
Written by experienced hedge fund manager Andreas Clenow, this book provides a
comprehensive insight into the strategies behind the booming trend following futures industry
from the perspective of a market participant. The strategies behind the success of this industry
are explained in great detail, including complete trading rules and instructions for how to
replicate the performance of successful hedge funds. You are in for a potentially highly
profitable roller coaster ride with this hard and honest look at the positive as well as the
negative sides of trend following.
A user-friendly guide to the tricky art of short selling includes helpful charts and examples, a
short-selling checklist, and the real know-how readers need to successfully incorporate short
selling into their investing strategy.
Most traders on the ASX are familiar with line and bar charts, but there has never before been
a book written in Australia on the ancient Japanese art of candlestick charting. Louise Bedford,
author of the highly successful The Secret of Writing Options, writes in a clear, concise way
and uses plenty of examples to help readers understand candlesticks and use them to
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profitably trade the markets.
Many traders arm themselves with the latest software and as many indicators as they can get
their hands on in an attempt to improve trading results. There is an easier way. In Better
Trading, Daryl Guppy shows you how to improve your returns without winning more trades just
by using good money management techniques. As a private trader, you level the market
playing field by using the best money management strategies for your account size. Trading
skill counts, but money management gives you an important edge. From the straightforward
2% rule, to pyramiding methods and overall portfolio management, Daryl takes you through a
selection of strategies. They allow you to capitalise on a rising market and protect your funds
when the bears take over. He shows you how to study your own trading history and use this
information to improve your trading future. These methods make the difference between
trading survival and consistent success. Daryl Guppy is one of Australia's leading investment
writers and he makes a living as a private trader. He uses the tools and techniques in Better
Trading to improve the profitability of his own portfolio.
Trade the trend and you can trade for a living If you're going to play the stock market, play to
win by using a fundamental strategy of most hedge fund managers-trend trading. In Trend
Trading for a Living, the trading coach and hedge fund manager known on Wall Street as “Dr.
Stoxx” shares his personal strategies for analyzing markets, picking stocks, and knowing when
to buy and sell. This step-by-step book offers a practical road map to get yourself familiarized
with the stock market and into the driver's seat of your financial future. In five progressive
parts, Trend Trading for a Living helps you: Configure your platform: setup your home
computer to trade online with the best brokers Learn the basics: understand trend trading,
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select stocks to watch, and interpret market signs Get in the game: select the most profitable
bullish and bearish stocks and pick your entry and exit prices Leverage your portfolio: learn
how to trade with options to increase your financial rewards Turn pro: with patience,
determination, and a strategy grounded in fundamentals, you can “trade for a living”
Profit every day from market volatility at all levels of the game The high-pace atmosphere of
today's markets may appear overwhelming, but the right trading systems and expert guidance
can help you build winning habits--and Micro-Trend Trading for Daily Income gives you the
expertise and tools you need to consistently earn outsized market gains. Written by the man
Wall Street calls "Dr. Stoxx," this practical trading manual shows you how to harness the power
of volatility to bank daily profits. Microtrend trading takes you beyond the realm of common
fundamental or technical analysis to find the hidden pockets of rationality, the "micro-trends,"
between the open and close of daily trading. Carr's proven, quick-turn, 100 percent mechanical
systems are easy to use and do not require sitting in front of the computer all day. You can
trade on your lunch break, you can trade the open or the afternoon session, you can even
trade once a month and still make great income. And since most strategies in this book have
you liquid by the closing bell, your day ends with your account gains posted--and your net
worth heading skyward. Micro-Trend Trading for Daily Income shortens the learning curve and
prepares you to think quickly and act decisively with insightful examples and case studies that
illuminate Carr's time-tested strategies. With this reliable resource at your fingertips, you will
have the confidence to take large positions and make huge returns on a day-to-day basis.
Within days you'll be building wealth while tightly managing risk. Micro-Trend Trading for Daily
Income is the one complete book that gives you the tools and knowledge you need to develop
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an arsenal of mechanical, profitable shortterm trading strategies that can earn you consistent
profits--even in today's temperamental markets.
A detailed look at the common characteristics found in mostsuccessful traders While there are
a variety of approaches to trading in thefinancial markets, profitable traders tend to share
similarunderlying characteristics. Most have a methodology that theybelieve will prove
profitable over the long run and are willing toendure short-term setbacks. If you're looking to
make the most ofyour time in today's markets, you need to understand what separatesthe best
from the rest. And with Trade Like a Casino, you'llgain the knowledge needed to excel at this
challengingendeavor. Engaging and informative, this reliable guide identifies andexplains the
key techniques and mental processes characteristic ofsuccessful traders. It reveals that
successful traders operate verymuch like a casino in that they develop a method that gives
them"positive expectancy" and they unflappably implement the method inthe face of changing,
and oftentimes volatile, market conditions.Page by page, the book explores the intricacies of
methodology,mental control, and flexibility that allow traders to develop andmaintain the casinolike edge. Reveals how many successful traders tend to follow the samegeneral principles,
even if their approach to trading maydiffer Explores how to account for the risk of being wrong
and themarket moving against you Discusses how to develop an approach that combines
tradeselection with sound risk management, avoids emotional attachmentto positions, exploits
volatility cycles, and focuses on marketaction Regardless of how you approach markets, the
insights found herewill help improve the way you trade by putting you in a betterposition to
distinguish the differences between successful andunsuccessful traders.
Daryl Guppy? trading book Share Trading has been continuously in print for ten years. Share
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Trading was ?rst published in 1996, and it is now widely accepted as the best selling trading
book in Australia. This Special 10th Anniversary Edition marks this remarkable achievement.
Featuring a new preface by Daryl Guppy, this is a book about trading. It? about private traders
working from home, buying and selling shares in listed companies. It is also about making
money and that means buying and selling for pro?t.
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